Extended adolescence

Changing topics again ...

QX1. Below is a list of demographic trends that have been happening in Canada. In your opinion, is each one good, bad, or neutral for Canadian society as a whole?

[KEEP THIS ORDER]
More people living with their parents into their mid-twenties
People getting married older
Fewer people getting married
People having fewer children
People having children older

Very bad
More bad than good
Neutral
More good than bad
Very good

QX2. Which of the following statements is closest to your opinion?

Young people starting out today have it harder than past generations
Starting out has always been tough, young people today are soft

QX3. In your opinion, which items on the following list, if any, must a person achieve in order to be considered “an adult”? In other words, a person is not an adult until they...

[RANDOMIZE]
Turn a certain age (i.e. 18 or 19)
Finish school
Achieve financial independence
Live away from their parents
Get married
Have children
Get a full-time job

[ANCHORED, EXCLUSIVE] None of these